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the rest of Europe? Its late entry Into the field of civiliza-
tion is due to the fact that it was remote from the Eastern
empires and until Roman times did not develop an empire
of its own. We know* however., that from the earliest times
it had been continually subject to conquest and colonization.
The people who introduced agriculture and the domestica-
tion of animals were, as we have seen* invaders or at any rate
colonists* and from that time on we have a succession of
tribes coining in* often by the Danube Valley* and spreading
over the length and breadth of the Continent a corresponding
succession of culture traits derived from the East (cf. V. G.
Childe* The Dawn of European Civilization).
Besides the type of empire., such as that of the Romans-,
which is based on conquest and domination,, there is another
type* based on sea-power and trade. Of this type the most
familiar to us is that of Carthage* which never ruled any
great extent of territory* but possessed about thirty wealthy
colonies along the coasts of North Africa* Spain,, and Italy,
and for several centuries controlled the trade of the Western
Mediterranean.
It seems* however* that the Carthaginians were not the
first in this field* but that a thousand years before them there
had been a people whose sea-borne colonists and traders
reached places far more remote. Where the megalith-
builders originally came from is uncertain, but their
remains* of which in this country Stonehenge is the most
famous* are found chiefly along the southern and western
coasts of the Iberian Peninsula* France* and Britain* and
extend to Denmark and the adjacent lands. They are rare
in the central and eastern parts of these countries* except
Denmark* and are unknown in Central Europe. The size*
number* and distribution of megalithic monuments makes it
clear that about 2000 b.c. there was a people with its head-
quarters in Southern Iberia which had an established trade-
route with colonies in Brittany* along the western coasts
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